PTCOG-NA SOCIAL NIGHT  TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2019  7-10:00 P.M.

CITY NIGHT MIAMI – CALLE OCHO IN MIAMI’S “LITTLE HAVANA”
Join us for an authentic Havana experience at Ball & Chain bar and lounge in the historic and lively
neighborhood of Calle Ocho, an area increasingly considered to be the center of Miami’s “Little
Havana”. Sip a welcome Mojito or a drink of your choice from the open bar. Watch the paella chef
prepare this delicious traditional dish on site, and sample authentic Latin specialties. Entertainment
before, during and after dinner includes dancing – complete with salsa lessons – and more!
ABOUT THE VENUE
PRIVATE EVENTS AT BALL & CHAIN
Ball & Chain is the perfect Miami event venue for private events for guests wanting an authentic Little
Havana experience. The moment you walk through our doors, you feel the 80 years of our history
emanating from our walls. From the wood beamed ceilings, to the hand-painted Cuban tile floors, you
are transported to a period when men donned their best hats and women dressed to the nines to sip
mojitos and listen to the world’s best music.
Our catering menus include delicious paellas, cooked on site, and authentic Latin stations. Our bar
menus have been designed by Miami’s best mixologists, and truly highlight local ingredients.
In house, we offer many additional elements that can enhance your event. From salsa dancers, to
custom made domino tables, our team will help you put together a spectacular experience for your
group.
OLD MIAMI CHARM
The building hosting the Ball & Chain was completed in the early 1930s, a time when construction in
most areas of Depression-era America was at a standstill. But Miami fared better than many other
cities because of its appeal as a tourist center and as an emerging commercial aviation capital. Ball &
Chain Saloon opened in 1935. The business remained there through the end of the 1950s. It’s history
was sketchy until the reopening as Ball & Chain until the early 2000s. Once again food, drinks, and
the liveliest entertainment, under the storied history of a long ago moniker, are on offer to guests from
near and afar in a neighborhood now experiencing gentrification and a tourist boom unlike anything
that has come before. Ball & Chain is again one of the premiere bar and lounge Miami Florida has on
offer.
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